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A theory of orbital behavior in certain autonomous one-dimensional nonlinear systems is 
pursued, using an approach based upon the concept of (orbital) signature. Particular atten- 
tion is paid to the lixed point structure of such systems with the ultimate aim of using the 
signature repertoires of these systems to characterize fixed-point orders and the presence of 
chaos. A system-theoretic approach is pursued here: an approach which complements other 
recent studies of a more analytical nature. Chaotic behavior in a certain subclass of these 
system is completely characterized in terms of the lirst two iterates of a specific known point 
in the range of the system transition function. $3 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
There has been great interest in recent years in the orbital behavior of 
autonomous nonlinear one-dimensional systems defined over [0, 11, the unit inter- 
val [I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 71. There is, in particular, interest in the so-called chaotic 
behavior of the equilibrium, or fixed, points of such systems. This behavior 
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manifests itself even in processes describable by simple first-order difference 
equations of the form: 
X /c+ I =.0X,)7 (1) 
where f: [0, l] -+ [0, 11. 
Various approaches have been employed to analyze systems of form (1 ), ranging 
from graphical methods [8], to purely analytical techniques [4] and ergodic 
theoretic constructs [5]. A system theoretic approach, introduced by Klein and 
Kaliski [ 1, 21 is pursued in this paper. We view the function f as the state trans- 
ition map of an autonomous one-dimensional nonlinear discrete-time system. The 
concept of signature, defined below, is used to characterize the orbit of any given 
initial system state. (See the Appendix for a Table of Notation.) 
This paper analyzes the fixed point structure of these systems through the use of 
signature repertoires. Our development is necessarily somewhat detailed due to our 
need to formalize and introduce certain fundamental concepts. Our results prove to 
be of intrinsic interest for the following two reasons: 
(i) Chaotic behavior (the presence of fixed points of all periods) in a broad 
subclass of these systems-the signature-distinct well-structured unimodals-is 
characterized strictly in terms of the first two iterates of a specific point in the range 
of the system transition function. Hence a highly constructive test for chaos exists. 
(ii) The utility of the signature concept is thus demonstrated, a concept which 
complements alternate methods that draw upon more advanced ergodic theory and 
measure-theoretic treatments of the subject. 
Much of this work appeared in a somewhat different format in one of the 
authors’ doctoral dissertation [9]. 
II. BASIC CONCEPTS: UNIMODALS, SUBBELLS, SIGNATURES, 
AND GRAY CODE ORDER 
The concepts below were first introduced in the cited work of Klein and Kaliski. 
They are therefore just summarized below. 
11.1. Unimodal and Subbell Functions 
DEFINITION 1. A unimodul function is a continuous map f: [0, 1 ] -+ [0, 1 ] for 
which (Fig. 1): 
(i) f has a unique maximum q at some point p in (0, 1 ), 
(ii) f is strictly monotone on [0, p] and on [p, 11. 
We term p the breakpoint off, and q its peak value. 
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FIG. 1. A unimodal function with breakpoint p and peak value q 
DEFINITION 2. A subbell function is a unimodal function obeying the additional 
constraint below (Fig. 2): 
(iii) j(O)=f(l)=O. 
[The name subbell is derived from the relationship of these functions to the bell 
functions considered in Ref. [9]; the bell function is additionally constrained to 
obey f(p) = 11. 
This paper is primarily concerned, from an expositional point of view, with sub- 
bell functions, although many of the results rapidly generalize to the more extensive 
class of unimodal functions. In Section VII we examine one key aspect of this issue 
in more depth: the presence of chaotic regimes in unimodal functions. We see there 
how we can associate with a given unimodal an appropriate subbell and how 
FIG. 2. A subbell function with breakpoint p and peak value q. 
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orbital properties of the unimodal naturally derive from corresponding properties of 
the associated subbell function. 
11.2. Finite and Infinite Signatures 
Let f be a given subbell. Write, for k > 1, f" to denote the kth iterate off, i.e., the 
k-fold composition off with itself. Define f’ to be f and define f” to be the idenity 
map, i.e., f’(y) = y, for all y. 
DEFINITION 3. Let k > 0 be given, along with x in [0, 11. The k-signature of x 
under f, sigk(x), is the length k string b,, b, ,..., b, _ I where, for i = 0, l,..., k - 1: 
b;=O if f’(x) is in [0, p) 
=1 if f’(x) is in ( p, l] 
If ,f’(x) = p, we set bi to a “-“. sigk(x) will be called regular if, for all i, b, is 0 or 1, 
but not “-“. If sigk(x) is not regular, it will be called irregular. 
The (infinite) signature of x, sig(x), is similarly defined as the infinite sequence of 
points in (0, 1, - } obtained by letting k range over all the positive integers. We say 
that x is regular if sig(x) is regular; otherwise we term x irregular. Note that if x is 
regular then, for all k, sigk(x) is regular, and conversely. 
11.3. Gray Code Ordering 
We can define a total order upon binary strings (not necessarily regular 
signatures) which the reader will recognize as Gray code order: 
DEFINITION 4. Let s’ = b,, b, ,..., and s2 = d,, d, ,..., be two binary sequences of 
equal finite length, or of both infinite length. Then s’ <s* if s1 is not equal to s* 
and, denoting by j the bit position at which s1 and s2 first differ (ja 0), 
(ho + . . . + b,) mod 2 = 0, 
(do+ ... +d,) mod2= 1. 
This order relation is fundamental in the theory of signatures, in that all subbell 
functions obey a monotonicity of signatures property (monotone with respect to this 
order). We explore this in Section 11.5. 
Note that we use the symbol “c” to denote both conventional numerical order 
on the reals as well as the just defined Gray code ordering on sequences. This will 
pose no problem in the sequel as the context of its use will always be apparent. 
11.4. Instances of Irregular Signatures; Signature Repertoires 
DEFINITION 5. Suppose sig(x) is irregular for some x. An instance of sig(x) is 
any binary string obtained from sig(x) by arbitrarily inserting O’s and l’s for each 
“ _ 3, . m sig(x). We term the least such instance obtained, in the < ordering, the Zeft- 
signature of x, Is(x); we term the greatest such instance obtained the right-signature 
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ofx, rs(x). It is easy to show that Is(x) and m(x) will differ in just one position, the 
position where the first “-” occurs. This is true even if sig(x) has more than one 
dash. When sig(x) is irregular we define Is(x)=rs(x) =sig(x). In this case we can 
therefore refer to sig(x) as either Is(x) or rs(x) without ambiguity and will do so at 
times in the sequel, whenever convenient to. 
These definitions extend in a straightforward way to finite signatures, and we 
write the left and right k-signatures of x as lsk(x) and rsk(x), respectively. 
DEFINITION 6. The k-signature repertoire of f, denoted by Sk, is the set of 
strings, 
Sk = {rsk(x), x in [0, l]} u (lsk(x), x in [O, l]}. 
The signature repertoire off, denoted by S, is the set of strings, 
S= {rs(x), xin [0, I]} u {Is(x), xin [0, 11). 
Thus the signature repertoires consist of all signatures of regular points, and the 
greatest and least signatures of all irregular points. 
11.5. Monotonicity of Signatures 
All subbell functions, as noted earlier, obey the following property. We cite it 
without proof. The proof appears in Ref. [Z]. 
THEOREM 1. Let f be a subbell; let x, y in [0, l] be given points, x < y. Then for 
all k, rsk(x) < lsk( y), and rs(x) < ls( y). 
Note that in general we cannot strengthen the inequality “ g” to “ < .” We return 
to this matter in Section V. 
III. A ROADMAP FOR THE TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS TO FOLLOW 
In Section IV we examine certain recursions for calculating the k-signature reper- 
toires of subbells. We will see that the role of the left signature of the peak value q is 
central to these formulae. In Section V we begin to examine the issue of fixed point 
existence for subbells. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of fixed 
points having given finite or infinite signatures are derived. We follow this in Sec- 
tion VI by an in depth examination of fixed point orders and the conditions 
necessary for the presence of chaotic regimes: the presence of fixed points of all 
positive orders. Necessary background material is introduced as needed; the reader 
is often referred to the cited references for proofs of many of the subsidiary results 
presented. 
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Section VII examines the more general class of unimodal functions in the context 
of the earlier sections of the paper. We associate with an arbitrary unimodal a sub- 
bell for which our developed theory applies. This allows us to rapidly derive 
analogous properties for the unimodal family. 
IV. RECURSIONS FOR DETERMINING SIGNATURE REPERTOIRES 
We present two recursions that tell us how to compute (k + 1)-signatures from k- 
signatures. 
THEOREM 2 [2]. For all k 3 1, 
Sk+‘={0~Skn[1sk+‘(0),1sk+~(p)]}u{1~Skn[rsk+’(p),rsk+‘(1)]~, 
where the multidot denotes sequence concatenation, n denotes intersection, and the 
square brackets represent closed intervals in the < ordering on binary sequences. We 
will often omit the concatenation symbol * when its presence is implicit and unam- 
biguous. 
Since any subbell f obeys f (0) = f( 1) = 0, it is immediate that 
Is(O) = sig(0) = 000.. . and rs(l)=sig(l)= loo.... Further, ls( p), by definition, is 
equal to 0. Is(q); similarly rs( p) = 1 . Is(q). We may thus simplify the above recur- 
sion to read 
s k+l =o. {Sk A [Ok, lsk(q)]} u 1. {Sk A [Ok, Isk(q) 
Observing that S’ = (0, 1 }, we have the following alternative formulation of 
Theorem 2: 
THEOREM 3. The finite signature repertoires of a subbell are determined recur- 
sively as follows: 
(i) S’= (0, l}, 
(ii) Sk+‘=O.Tkul.Tk, 
where P consists of those k-signatures in Sk which are disk(q). 
This formulation of the recursion underscores the significance of the peak value q 
of the subbell. In “signature space” subbells form a one parameter family of 
functions, the parameter being the left signature of the peak value of the subbell. 
V. ON THE EXISTENCE OF FIXED POINTS HAVING GIVEN FINITE 
AND INFINITE SIGNATURES 
We are concerned with the existence of fixed points of fk, f a subbell, for various 
values of k, having given finite and infinite signatures. A fixed point of fk is a point 
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x0 for which S“(xO) = x0 and represents a value which repeats with period k under 
iteration of J To expedite the developments below we must introduce a few more 
notions. 
V.I. On Rotations and Shifts of Sequences 
Let s be a k-bit sequence. Denote by s * j the sequence obtained by rotating s 
circularly j bits to the left, 0 < j < k. We term s * j the jth left rotation of s. Deline 
s * 0 to be equal to s. 
DEFINITION 7. The rotational maximal of s, rm(s), is the largest such left 
rotation of s. s is called rotation maximal if rm(s) = s. 
The sequence 10011, for example, is rotation maximal. There may exist, in 
general, more than one value of j for which rm(s) = s * j. For example, the sequence 
s = 011011 has rotational maximal rm(s) = 101101, which is equal to both s * 2 and 
s * 5. In all cases, however, rm(s) is well defined and unique for a given s. 
A similar concept applies for infinite binary sequences s. The jth left shift of s, 
Lj(s), is the sequence obtained by shifting s j bits to the left, thus “lopping off’ the j 
leftmost bits. Let L(s) denotes the set of all left shifts of s, i.e., L(s) = (L,(s), s > O}. 
Define L,(s) to be s. 
DEFINITION 8. The shift maximal of s, sm(s), is equal to sup(l(s)). When s is 
equal to sm(s) we term s shift maximal. 
The sequence 1001010111..., for example, is shift maximal. Note that in general 
sm(s) is not an element of L, as in the case when s= 101001000100001...; here 
sm(s) = lOOO... . 
It can be proved [9] that Is(q) is always shift maximal, for any subbell. This is a 
useful fact that is used in the sequel. 
V.2. Signature Bins 
Let s = b,, 6, ,..., be a given infinite binary sequence. 
DEFINITION 9. The k-signature bin of s, k 2 1, is the set 
A, = (x such that Is“(x) or rsk(x) = b,, 6, ,..., b,_ 1 }. 
From Theorem 1 (Monotonicity of Signatures) it follows that A,, if nonempty, is 
an interval in [0, 11. In fact it is a closed interval [2]. 
DEFINITION 10. The signature bin of s is the set 
A = {x such that Is(x) or rs(x) = s>. 
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It again follows from Theorem 1 that A, if nonempty, is an interval in [0, l] and in 
fact satisfies [2], 
where the intersection is taken over all values of k. Hence A is a closed interval as 
well. 
V.3. On Fixed Points off” and Their Signatures 
We can now begin to turn to the central issues of this paper, the necessary 
background material in place. We will be addressing three questions in the pages 
that follow in this section: 
QUESTION 1. When is an infinite binary sequence s in the signature repertoire S 
of a subbell f? 
QUESTION 2. When is an infinite binary sequence s in S the left or right 
signature of a fixed point of f k for some k 2 l? 
QUESTION 3. When is a given length k binary sequence s the left k-signature or 
right k-signature of a fixed point off” for a given value of k? 
We address these questions in turn through a sequence of theorems and lemmas. 
We begin with our first question: 
LEMMA 1. Let f be a subbell, s be a given infinite binary sequence. Then s is in S, 
the signature repertoire off, tf and only if, for all k, every k-truncation of s is in Sk, 
the k-signature repertoire off (By k-truncation we mean the first k bits of s.) 
Proof The necessity of the condition is obvious, as the k-truncation of a left or 
right signature is a left or right k-signature. As for sufficiency, suppose every k-trun- 
cation of s is in Sk. Then each k-signature bin A, is nonempty, and as noted, is 
closed. Thus A = n A, is nonempty also. But by our earlier remarks, A is the 
signature bin of s. Thus s is in S. Q.E.D. 
We can now provide a complete answer to Question 1: 
THEOREM 4. Let s be a given infinite binary sequence. Then s is in S, the signature 
repertoire off, if and only if 
Lj(s) G Is(q) for all j > 0. 
Proof * Suppose s is in S and is equal to Is(x) or rs(x) for some point x in 
[0, 11, Every shift of s is in S and is the left-signature or right-signature of a point 
in the orbit of x. Such points, from the definition of q as the peak value off, have 
values less than or equal to q. If q is not in the orbit of x then, by Theorem 1, 
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&(s) < Is(q) for all i > 0, and we are done. If q is in the orbit of x then so is p, the 
breakpoint off, and it is easy to verify that all shifts of s corresponding to those 
iterates of x equal to q are equal to Is(q). All others, by Theorem 1, are less than or 
equal to Is(q). The conclusion follows. 
e Suppose that Lj(s) < Is(q) for all j > 0. Write s as 6,, h, ,... . We are going to 
use the recursion of Theorem 3. Since b,, is clearly 0 or 1, it is in S,, as is bI. Since 
6, is the first bit of L,(s), and L,(s) <Is(q), by hypothesis, we have 6, <Is’(q) and 
thus deduce by Theorem 3 that b,, b, is in S*. Now consider b,, b,, b,,.... It is easy 
to deduce by an argument similer to that just given that b,, b2 is in S*; further, 
b,, b, are the first two bits of L*(s). Thus, with L*(s) < Is(q), again by hypothesis, 
b,, 6, <is*(q). So again by Theorem 3, b,, b,, bz is in S3. By repeated use of these 
arguments, we find that every k-truncation of s is in Sk. From Lemma 1, then, s is 
in S, as desired. Q.E.D. 
Having dispensed with our First question, we can now turn to Question 2. We 
must settle for a partial answer, however, for although it is certainly true that the 
signature of a fixed point off” is periodic with period k, its left or right signature 
may not be (one always will be as we will see shortly). 
THEOREM 5. Let k 3 1 be given, along with a subbell f, and infinite binary 
sequence s in S. Then if s is periodic wi;h period k there is a fixed point x off k for 
which Is(x) or rs(x) = s. 
Proof Let Ai denote the i-signature bin of s, and A the signature bin of s. Since 
s is in S, all the Ai and A are nonempty closed intervals in [0, 11. Now it is cer- 
tainly the case that A,] A,] ,..., and since A = (7 A,, it is also true that A = fi A,x, 
i= 1, 2,.... 
From the assumed periodicity of s we know that fk(Aik) [A,,_ ,,k for all i32. 
Thus fIfk(Aik) CfIA,i~l)k, where the first intersection begins with i= 1, the 
second with i = 2. But we may rewrite the latter as n A,, with i beginning at 1, and 
this equals A, by our observation in the preceding paragraph. Thus n f ‘(Aik) [A. 
It is easy to deduce that fk(n Alk) [n fk(Aik). Thus fk(A) = f”(n Alk) [A, and 
thus f” has a fixed point x in A. By definition of A, then, Is(x) or rs(x) equals s. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. A given infinite binary sequence s is the left or right signature of a 
fixed point off k if it is periodic of period k, and if sm(s) < Is(q). 
Proof: Periodic infinite sequences always contain their shift maximals. Thus all 
left shifts of s will in fact be less than or equal to Is(q). From Theorem 4, then, s will 
be in S. The result follows from Theorem 5. Q.E.D. 
Before addressing the third of our questions we need to state the finite sequence 
analog of Theorem 4: 
THEOREM 6. Let s be a k-bit sequence for which rm(s) <Isk(q). Then every 
rotation of s is in Sk. 
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Proof We will show that every rotation s1 of s satisfies the following properties: 
if s1 begins with a 0, s1 6 Is’(p); if s1 begins with a 1, then s1 > r@(p). By a basic 
result of reference 9 it will follow that every rotation of s is in Sk. (Lack of space 
prohibits repeating the proof of this result.) 
Assume, then, that there is some rotation s, of s for which s, =O, 6,, b2 ,... > 
1$(p) or s, = 1, bl, b,,... >rsk(p). Since lsk(p)=O, lskp’(q) and rsk(p)= 1, lsk-l(q), 
we have in both cases that b,, b,,... > lsk-’ (q). Now for any binary sequences z, 
and z2 of equal length, and z3 and zq of equal length, z1 > z2 implies z, Z~ > z2zq. 
Setting z1 = b,, b, ,..., z2 = lsk- l(q), z3 = 0 or 1 (according to the case) and zq = the 
kth bit of Is(q) yields s, * 1 >lsk(q). 
But s, * 1 < rm(s), which by hypothesis is <Is’(q). Thus we arrive at a contradic- 
tion and no such rotation s1 of s exists. The proof is complete. Q.E.D. 
Our next result is an important one, both for addressing Question 3, and for the 
developments to follow in our analysis of chaotic behavior. 
THEOREM 7. Let x0 be u fixed point off k. Then either ls(x,) or rs(x,) is periodic 
of period k. Let s denote the first k-bits qf this periodic signature and term it the 
periodic k-signature of x,,. There exists xl in the orbit of x0 whose left k-signature is 
equal to rm(s). Further, rm(s) rm(s) < ls2k(q) and, when it is equal to ls2k(q), Is(q) is 
in fact periodic and equal to rm(s) rm(s) rm(s) . . . . 
Proof Clearly sig(x,) is periodic with period k. If sig(x,) is regular then s is 
equal to sigk(x,) and it is readily apparent that rm(s) occurs as a subsequence of 
sig(x,). If this subsequence begins for the first time at position j B 0 in sig(x,), then 
rm(s) is the k-signature of x1 = fj(x,). Further, sig(x,) = rm(s) rm(s) .... Note that 
since p, and hence q, does not occur in the orbit of x,, all points in this orbit 
(including x0) are less than q. From the Monotonicity of Signatures Property, then, 
rm(s) rm(s) $ ls2k(q). If it is < ls2k(q) there is nothing further to prove in the sig(x,) 
regular case; assume that it equals ls2k(q), then. 
Write rm(s) as sl. Thus sig(x,) =s,, s1 .... Again, using Monotonicity of 
Signatures, sig(x,) < Is(q). If it is less than Is(q) we argue as follows. Its first 2k bits 
agree with Is(q) by hypothesis. It must then that Is(q) is of the form sl, So,..., s, 
(n times) zl, where n 3 2, and where the infinite sequence z1 does not begin with s,. 
Now suppose sig(x,) and Is(q) differ for the first time at the (nk +j)th bit, with 
0 < j < k. Let m = nk if n is even, and (n - 1 )k if n is odd. Consider L,(sig(x, )) and 
L,(ls(q)). The former is again sig(x,), whereas the latter is z, if n is even and sl, z1 
if n is odd. In both cases (n odd, n even), an even number of sI’s were deleted and 
hence sig(x,) < L,(ls(q)). Since these two sequences differ within the first 2k bits (as 
z1 does not begin with si), it must be that the first 2k bits of L,(ls(q)) are greater 
than those of sig(x,)=ls2k(q). But this is not possible by Theorem 4; Thus 
sig(x,) = Is(q) and the latter is periodic and equal to rm(s) rm(s) .... 
There just remains the sig(x,) irregular case to discuss. Clearly both p and q 
occur in the orbit of x,,, and because sig(x,) is periodic no point greater than q 
occurs in x0’s orbit. It is straightforward to demonstrate that Is(q) will be periodic 
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of period k and that either rs(x,,) or ls(x,) will be, depending upon the parity of 
sig(x,) before the first -. After this - the remainder of both ls(x,) and rs(x,,) is 
Is(q). Since s is the first k-bits of this signature it follows that rm(s) must be 18(q) 
by monotonicity of signatures. The point x1 having rm(s) as its left-signature is q 
itself, and thus ls(x,) is equal to Is(q), which is thus rm(s) rm(s) .... Note, in par- 
ticular, that rm(s) rm(s) is equal to Is*“(q). Q.E.D. 
We use Theorem 7 to answer Question 3. In fact, we couch the answer as a 
Corollary to Theorem 7: 
COROLLARY. Let s be a given k-bit binary sequence. Then there is a fixed point of 
fk with periodic k-signature s zf and only zf rm(s) * rm(s) < ls2k(q), with Is(q) = 
rm(s) rm(s) . . ., when rm(s) rm(s) = ls2k(q). 
Proof * From Theorem 7. 
F Conversely, consider the sequence z = s, s, s’ .. (n times), for any n > 1. It is 
easy to demonstrate that i-m(z) = rm(s) rm(s) ... (n times). It follows from our 
hypothesis that rm(z) d lsnk(q). Thus from Theorem 6, z itself is in Yk. Hence all 
initial portions of z of length m, m = l,..., nk - 1 are in Sm. Since this is true for all 
n > 1 it follows that s, s, s .*. is in S, by Lemma 1. Since the latter infinite sequence 
is periodic with period k, we know by Theorem 5 that there is a fixed point x off” 
whose left or right signature is equal to s, s, s. . . . Certainly s is x’s periodic k- 
signature. Q.E.D. 
V.4. Signature-Distinct Subbells 
DEFINITION 11. A subbell is termed signature-distinct if sig(x) = sig( y) implies 
x = y. A wide class of signature-distinct subbells have been shown to exist [2] and 
include all those subbells which are piecewise strictly expansive, i.e., for which there 
exists E> 1 such that for all x, y in [0, p], If(x) - f( y)J > E Ix - y/ and similarly 
for all x, y in [p, 11. One consequence of signature-distinctness is that if x is not 
equal to y, then no instance of sig(x) is equal to an instance of sig( y) either. 
For signature-distinct subbells a more powerful form of the corollary to 
Theorem 7 holds: 
THEOREM 8. Let j’ be signature-distinct and let s be a given k-bit binary sequence. 
Then there is a fixed point of fk with periodic k-signature s if and only if 
rm(s) rm(s) 6 ls2k(q), with the further proviso, in the case of equality, that q is a fixed 
point off k as well. 
Proof 3 If such a fixed point exists then rm(s) rm(s) ~ls*~(q) from the 
corollary to Theorem 7. Furthermore, in the case of equality, Is(q) is periodic with 
period k and is equal to rm(s) rm(s) . . . . . By Theorem 5, then, there exists a fixed 
point x off k whose left or right signature is equal to Is(q). Since f is signature- 
distinct this point x must in fact equal q. 
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(I Conversely, if rm(s) rm(s) < ls2k(q) the result is immediate from the corollary 
to Theorem 7. If equality holds and q is a fixed point off” as well, then it is easy to 
see that, first, Is(q) is periodic with period k, and that, secondly, then, Is(q) must in 
fact equal rm(s) rm(s) . . *. Again using the corollary to Theorem 7, the result 
follows. Q.E.D. 
VI. ON FIXED POINTS AND THEIR ORDERS 
In this section we turn to characterizing the fixed point regimes of subbell 
functions, building upon the material of section V. Let f be a given subbell in the 
discussion that follows. 
DEFINITION 12. A finite binary sequence s of length n > 1 is said to be of order 
k, k <n if we can write s in the form s,, s1 ,..., s, (p-times), where s1 is of length k, 
n = pk, and s, cannot be similarly decomposed. 
(Thus a sequence consisting of only l’s or only O’s is of order 1; the live bit 
sequence 10110 is of order five, and the six bit sequence 010010 is of order three.) 
DEFINITION 13. x0 is a fixed point off of order k, k >/ 1, if 
(i) fk(xo) =x0, 
(ii) Si(xO) is different from x0, for j= I,..., k - 1. 
Thus a fixed point of order k first maps into itself after k iterations under f: Note 
that fixed points of order 1 are simply defined as those points that obey (i) for 
k = 1. Note also that if x is a fixed point of fk and its “periodic” k-signature is of 
order k, then x is in fact of order k. We state this as 
LEMMA 2. Zf x is a fixed point off k and its “periodic” k-signature is of order k, 
then x is of order k. 
Proof. By contradiction. Suppose x is of order n <k. Clearly n divides k, and x 
is also a fixed point of f”. We know from Theorem 7 that either Is(x) or rs(x) is 
periodic of period n. Suppose it is Is(x). Then Is(x) is also periodic of period k, since 
n divides k. Thus the “periodic” k-signature of x consists in this case of k/n copies of 
the “periodic” n-signature of x. A similar remark holds if it is rs(x) that is periodic. 
In both cases then the order of the “periodic” k-signature of x is at most n. 
Q.E.D. 
Every subbell with peak value q greater than its breakpoint p has a (regular) 
fixed point of order 1, having signature 111 . . . Term this point the nontrivial fixed 
point of order 1 off: (f has a trivial fixed point of 0, of course.) For all k, the k- 
signature of f’s nontrivial fixed point is lk, and, by definition, is in Sk. Since the 
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condition q > p can be equivalently phrased as Is’(q) = 1, we can summarize this 
simple observation as 
LEMMA 3. If Is’(q) = 1, then, for all k 3 1, the sequence lk is in Sk. 
We are motivated to next look at certain k-bit sequences containing a single 0. 
The reasons for this will be made clear below. By imposing a somewhat stronger 
condition upon q we have 
THEOREM 9. If ls2(q)= 10 then, for all k>2, 101k-2 is in Sk. 
Proof: Clearly the Theorem holds for k = 2. Assume then that k > 2. Now the 
conditions of this theorem are stronger than those of Lemma 3; hence lk-2 is in 
Ske2. From Theorem 3, we then have that 01ke2 is in Sk-‘, since it is clear that 
lk-2 < 1&2(q) as Is(q) begins with 10. Similarly 101kP2 is in Sk, since 01ke2 < 
Isk- l(q) also. Q.E.D. 
The condition is*(q) = 10 is a fundamental one for subbells, since it must hold if 
any fixed points of order greater than two are present. Since it is the study of such 
fixed points that is of particular interest here, we will restrict our attention to such 
subbells, terming them well structured. We of course need to demonstrate the above 
claim. 
THEOREM 10. Zf ls2(q) is not equal to 10, then f has no fixed points of order 
greater than two. 
Proof: We essentially argue by contradiction, looking at the various ways that 
ls2(q) cannot equal 10. 
Case 1. Is(q) begins with a 0. 
In this case, q < p. Since q is the peak value off, it follows that for all x in [0, 11, 
f(x) < p. Assuming that x is a fixed point of order greater than two it must be that 
f(x) and f ‘(x) are unequal. If f 2(x) is less than f(x), then by the monotonicity off 
on [0, p] and the above observation that range(f) is a subset of [0, p], it is 
immediate that for all j> 1, f’+‘(x) < f’(x). In other words, {f’(x)} is a decreasing 
sequence and thus x is not a fixed point. Contradiction. 
One can similarly argue the case where f’(x) is greater than f(x), deducing that 
(f’(x)} is increasing, and that x is thus not a fixed point. Again a contradiction 
arises. 
Case 2. Is(q) begins with 11. 
Suppose x is a fixed point of order greater than two. There are several subcases 
based upon the form that the signature of x may take. 
Case 2a. sig(x) contains no l’s 
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No iterates of x are greater than p. In particular it must be that x <f(x) < p or 
f(x) <x < p. (x cannot equal f(x), or it would be a fixed point of order 1). We can 
argue as in Case 1 that {f’(x)} is either an increasing or decreasing sequence, and 
hence x cannot be a fixed point. 
Case 2b. sig(x) contains no 0’s. 
No iterates of x are less than p. Let us say, for real numbers a, b, and c in [0, 1] 
that b is between a and c if either a < b < c or c < b < a. It is easy to prove that if 
a, b, and c are all greater than or equal to p, then if b is between a and c, f(b) is 
between f(u) and f(c). 
With the order of x greater than two, x, f(x), and f’(x) are all different. Thus 
one of them is between the other two. We thus have three possibilities for Case 2b. 
(1) If f(x) is between x and f*(x) we reason as follows: if f(x) > x then from 
the definition of “between,” on the one hand, f(x) < f2(x), but with all iterates of 
x b p, on the other hand, f(x) > f2(x). Contradiction. A similar contradiction 
arises if f(x) <x. Thus j(x) is not between x and f*(x). 
(2) If f’(x) is between x and f(x) we argue as follows: By our observation 
above, for all i> 0, fi”(x) is between f’(x) and fi’ ‘(x). But this implies that 
Ifi+2(X)-fi+i(X)( < If’+‘(X)--f’(X)J, and hence the distance between successive 
iterates of x is strictly decreasing. But this sequence of distances must be periodic if 
x is a fixed point. Contradiction. 
(3) If x is between f(x) and f’(x) the argument is similar to that of 
possibility (2). For all i > 0, f’(x) is between fi’ ‘(x) and f’+2(x), and thus the dis- 
tance between successive iterates of x is strictly increasing, again leading to a con- 
tradiction. 
Case 2c. sig(x) contains both O’s and 1’s. 
This is the last and most interesting case to consider. We have noted that Is(q) is 
shift maximal; hence, since it begins with 11, it must in fact be equal to 11 l... . Now 
with x a fixed point all its iterates must be <q, since they are obviously in the 
range of j Hence, by Theorem 4, the left and right signatures of all of x’s iterates 
must be Q Is(q)= ill.... Thus no such left or right signature can be of the form 
lo.... It is easy to argue from this that with sig(x) periodic of period greater than 2, 
and of necessity containing O’s and l’s, this constraint cannot be met. This com- 
pletes the proof of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 11. Let f be well structured. Then f has fixed points of order k, k odd, 
and greater than or equal to 3, if and only if it has a fixed point x0 of f” with 
“periodic” k-signu ture equal to 10 1 k ~ 2. 
ProoJ e Since the sequence 101ke2 is of order k, it follows that x0 is of order 
k from Lemma 2. 
* Let y, be a fixed point of order k, k odd, k > 3. Let s be its “periodic” k- 
signature, and assume s is not equal to 10lk -*. s cannot equal Ok, for if it did, then 
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either ls( y,) or rs( yO) would be OOO... (in fact it would be ls( y,)) and thus y, and 
all its iterates would be 6~. By arguing as for Case 1 in the proof of Theorem 10 
we arrive at the conclusion that y0 cannot be a fixed point of order greater than 2, 
a blatant contradiction. Thus s is not Ok. Similarly s cannot be lk, for we would 
have ls( y,) or rs( yO) = 11 l... and thus y, and all of its iterates would be ap. By 
arguing as in Case 2b in the proof of Theorem 10 we conclude again that y, is not a 
fixed point. 
Thus s is not Ok or Ik. It is easy to prove [9] that if k is odd and s is different 
from Ok or Ik, then rm(s)> 10lk-*. From Theorem 7, rm(s) rm(s) <11s*~(q). Thus 
we have 101k-2101k-2 < ls2k(q) as well. Using Theorem 7 again, the proof is com- 
plete. Q.E.D. 
Next, we prove a result which shows how the presence of fixed points of certain 
orders implies the existence of fixed points of other orders. 
THEOREM 12. Let f be well structured. If f has a fixed point of order k, k odd, 
k>l, then f hasfixedpointsofordersk-1, k+l, andk+2. 
Proof: Assume f has a fixed point of order k, k odd, and greater than 1. From 
Theorem 11 there is a fixed point x0 of f" whose periodic k-signature is 10lk-*; 
from the corollary to Theorem 7, using the rotation maximality of 10lkP *, we thus 
have 101k-2101k-2 < ls2k(q). 
Consider the sequence 101 k _- I, which we will denote by s,. It is of order k + 1 
and is itself rotation maximal. If we can argue that s, , s1 < lack + 2(q) it will follow 
from this corollary, that there is a fixed point of f”’ ’ with periodic (k + l)- 
signature sl. From Lemma 2 it will follow that this fixed point is of order k + 1. 
We do argue this as follows. Look at the leftmost k + 2 bits of s,, s1 and of 
101kP2101k-*. The former is 10lk; the latter 10lk-‘0. Since k is odd, 10lk is less 
than 10lk-‘0. Thus the leftmost 2k bits of s,.s, are less than 101k~2101k~~2 and 
thus less than ls2k(q); so s,, s, itself is less than Is*~+*(~), as desired. 
The remainder of the proof is along similar lines. To obtain the fixed point of 
order k + 2 we look at the sequence s2 = 10lk. It is rotational maximal, of order 
k + 2 and can readily be shown to be obey s2, s2 < 1s 2k ‘4(q). From the corollary to 
Theorem 7, and from Lemma 2, we deduce the existence of a fixed point of ,f” + ’ 
which is of order k + 2. 
To obtain the fixed point of order k - 1 we look at the sequence s3 = 10lkP 3. 
This is of order k - 1, is rotational maximal and obeys sj, s3 < 1~‘~ ~ *(q). The proof 
is complete. Q.E.D. 
Thus when a well-structured subbell has fixed points of order k, k odd, and > 1, 
it has fixed points of orders k - 1, k + 1, and k + 2. Since k + 2 is odd, we can 
reapply Theorem 12 to deduce the presence of fixed points of orders k + 3, and 
k + 4, and, continuing in this fashion we come to the conclusion that iff hasBxed 
points of order kO, k0 odd, and > 1, it has fixed points of all orders > k, - 1. 
In particular, then, it follows that if a well-structured subbell has fixed points of 
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order three it has fixed points of all orders, since it certainly has the nontrivial fixed 
point of order 1. This conclusion is akin to that derived in Ref. [4]; unlike the 
results derived therein, however, our “test” for this chaotic condition is far simpler 
in the case that f is signature-distinct: 
THEOREM 13. Let f be an arbitrary well-structured signature-distinct subbell. 
Then f has fixed points of all orders if and only if 
rs3(q) = 100. 
Proof. Z- Suppose the above condition on rs3(q) does not hold. We will show 
that f has no fixed point of order three, contradicting the hypothesis of the 
theorem. The sequence 100 is the largest three bit sequence. If rs3(q) does not equal 
100, then, it must be less than it. Combining this observation with is’(q) = 10, it is 
immediate that sig2(q) = 10 and rs’(q) = ls3(q) = 101. Thus sig3(q) is regular, and q 
is not a fixed point of f3. 
The sequence Is(q) is shift-maximal; since ls3(q) = 101, we thus have 
l@(q) d 101101. We thus deduce that f has no fixed point with periodic 3-signature 
101, for were there to be one, it would follow from the corollary to Theorem 7, that 
l@(q) = 101101, and that, further, by Theorem 8, that q is a fixed point off 3, con- 
tradicting the above remarks. But if f has no fixed point with periodic 3-signature 
101 it has no fixed points of order 3 at all from Theorem 11. The conclusion: 
rs3(q) = 100. 
-+ Suppose that rs3(q) = 100. If sig3(q) is regular, then ls3(q) is also 100, and 
thus 101101~ ls6(q). By the corollary to Theorem 7 then, f 3 has a fixed point with 
three bit periodic signature 101. This is clearly a fixed point of order 3, and thus by 
our remarks preceding the statement of this theorem, f has fixed points of all 
orders. If sig3(q) is irregular then, since ls2(q) = 10 (f is well structured) it must be 
that sig3(q) = lo-. Thus q is a fixed point of f 3, since p maps to q. Further, its 
order is 3. It then follows again that f has fixed points of all orders. Q.E.D. 
We therefore need examine only the first three bits of the right signature of the 
peak value q of a well-structured signature-distinct subbell to determine the presence 
of chaos. 
From the viewpoint of economy of computation, we need only look at how p 
compares with f(p), f’(p), and f’(p). As an example, consider the family of “sym- 
metric tent” maps shown in Fig. 3. These maps are all signature-distinct since with 
a > 4 they are piecewise strictly expansive. Further, when a > 4 it is easy to deduce 
that ls2(q) = 10; they are thus well structured. It is readily demonstrated that rs3(q) 
will equal 100 if and only if a 2 ( 1 + sqrt( 5))/4, i.e., chaos will be present when a is 
in [(l + sqrt(5))/4, 11. 
VII. UNIMODALS AND SUBBELLS: EXTENSIONS OF THE THEORY 
Let us turn, in this final section, to the case of the more general unimodal 
function (Definition 1). Although we could directly reexamine, result by result, our 
571/33/3-7* 
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FIG. 3. A “symmetric tent” function. 
just developed theory to see which results generalize to unimodal functions, we pur- 
sue a more interesting approach in the paragraphs that follow. For lack of space we 
focus on generalizing just the key result of this paper: Theorem 13. 
Let f be a given unimodal,with f(0) = a, f( 1) = 6, 0 < a, b -c 1, and breakpoint p 
in (0, l), peak value q =f(p). Define the auxiliary map h: [0, l] + [a, $1 via h(x) = 
(2x + 1)/4. Thus h is a linear map, mapping 0 to $ and 1 to a. The map h- ‘: 
[b, $I+ [0, l] is, of course, defined as well, and obeys h-‘(y) = (4~ - 1)/2. The 
reader will observe that there is nothing “sacred” in the values 4 and 3; we have 
chosen them with the goal of appending simple “steep linear legs” to the unimodal: 
a fact that will be apparent from the discussion below. The reader will also observe 
that we have assumed that both a and b are positive. If either is, in fact, 0, then a 
straightforward modification of the arguments below will be called for. These cases 
entail creating a “single-legged” subbell. If both a and b are 0 we have the case of 
the subbell itself, of course, and there is nothing to discuss. 
Consider the mapping f *: [0, l] + [O, l] defined as follows: 
f*(z)= 4h(a)z, if O<z<$ 
=hfh-‘(z) if $<Z<# 
=4h(b)(l -z) if $<z,< 1. 
These various maps are all shown in Fig. 4. Note, in particular that f * maps [+, 31 
into [& 31. Thus any point that gets mapped by f * into [a, 21 becomes “trapped” 
there under further iteration. This concept is central to the results presented below. 
LEMMA 4. f * is a subbell with breakpoint p* = h(p), and peak value q* = h(q). 
Proof. First, note that f * is continuous and that f *(0) = f *(l) = 0. Further, 
consider the behavior of f * on [0, h(p)]. h(p) of necessity is > +, since p is > 0; it 
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D"=h(D) 
FIG. 4. Associating a subbell with a unimodal. 
is also < $, since p < 1. Thus only the first two equations above apply. For z in 
[0, $1, of course, S*(z) is strictly monotone increasing; for z in [t, h(p)], h&‘(z) 
strictly increases from 0 to p; fh-‘(z) thus strictly increases from a to q, and thus 
f*(z) strictly increases from h(a) to h(q). 
Conclusion. f* is strictly monotone increasing on [0, h(p)]. By similar reason- 
ing f* is strictly monotone decreasing on [h(p), 11. The Lemma follows. Q.E.D. 
Term this artificially created subbell the associated suhhell of the unimodal f: f * 
obeys several more interesting properties. We begin by noting that the concepts of 
fixed points and their orders, although defined for subbells, naturally extend to 
unimodals as well. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose that x in (0, 1) is a fixed point off *k, for some k > 0. Then x 
in fact must be in [a, $1 and, further, h ~ ‘(x) is a fixed point of fk. If x is of order k, 
then so is h-‘(x). 
Proof: First, we argue that x must be in [$, a]. If not, there are two possibilities: 
x is in (0, a), or x is in ($ 1). In the former case the iterates of f * on x increase as 
4h(a)x, (4h(a))*x,..., until one of these values leaves the interval (0, $). This will hap- 
pen, since, with a in (0, l), 4h(a) is in (1, 3), and, in particular, is greater than 1. 
When it leaves (0, $) it must thus go to a value in [$, $1. It will then be captured in 
[a, 21, as noted earlier. Thus x can never return to (0, a) and is not a fixed point of 
f *k, for any value of k > 0. A similar, but more subtle, argument allows us to con- 
clude that x is not in (a, 1). 
Points in (3, 1) of necessity map into (0, h(b)). If x is in (1 - 1/16h(b), 1) it maps 
to (0, a), and by the argument above, can never return under subsequent iterations 
to (4, 1). If x is in (t, 1 - 1/16h(b)) it maps to (a, h(b)); but this is a subset of ($, 4) 
and hence x again is captured. Conclusion: if such a fixed point of f *k exists it 
must be in [t, i]. 
The remainder of the proof comes quickly. With [a, 11 closed under f * we argue 
as follows: f *k(x) = hfkh-‘(x) with x in [f, a]. Thus if f *k(x)=~, it follows 
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immediately that fk(h-‘(x)) =h-r(x). That the orders of x and h-‘(x) agree is 
clear. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Other than the trivial fixed point of 0, all other fixed points off * 
are in [i, $1 and are images under h of fixed points off of the same order. 
The “converse” to this lemma also holds and we state it without proof: 
LEMMA 6. If x is a fixed point off k, for some k > 0, then h(x) is a fixed point of 
f*(x). This fixed point is in [a, 3-j and its order agrees with that of x. 
COROLLARY. f has fixed points of all orders tf and only if f * does, i.e., f is 
chaotic tf and only if f * is. 
Proof Necessity is immediate from Lemma 6. As for sufficiency we note that all 
fixed points off * of order greater than 1 are in [a, f] by Lemma 5, and are images 
of fixed points of f of the same order. f * has a fixed point of order one in [a, 3 J 
also; thus f has a fixed point of order one. Q.E.D. 
Finally we explore the issue of chaos. The notions of signatures, well structured- 
ness, and signature-distinctness generalize rapidly to unimodals in a straightforward 
way. 
THEOREM 14. If f is well structured and signature-distinct then so is f *. If f is so 
behaved then f has fixed points of all orders if and only if rs3(q) = 100, where the 
signature is taken with respect to f. 
Proof We begin by noting that for any x in [0, 1) the f-signature of x is iden- 
tical with the f *-signature of h(x). Similarly, for x in [a, 31, the f-signature of 
h-‘(x) is identical with the f *-signature of x. Thus if ls2(q) = 10 for f it must be 
that ls2(q*) = 10 for f *, and conversely. In other words f is well structured if and 
only if f * is. The signature-distinctness of f certainly implies the signature-dis- 
tinctness of f * over the interval [& $1. 
That f * is signature-distinct over all of [0, l] results from the following 
argument. 
Define the capture time of a point x in [0, 1 ] to be the smallest k 2 0 for which 
f*“(x) is in [$, i]. Clearly if x itself is in [a, $1 its capture time is equal to 0. Take 
two arbitrary distinct points x, and x2 in [0, 11. Let k, and k, denote their respec- 
tive capture times. Set k = max(k,, k,). One of two cases occurs. sig(x,) and sig(x,) 
either agree through the first k + 1 positions, or they do not. In the latter case the 
signatures differ, obviously, and we are done. In the former case it follows that y, = 
f *k(x,) and y, = f *k(x2) are also distinct (by the strict piecewise monotonicity of 
f * and the obvious fact that we have faithfully tracked pieces together to this 
point). Furthermore, all their iterates are in [$, $1, by the “capturing property”. By 
the just deduced signature-distinctness off * on [a, $1 then, sig( y,) will differ from 
sig(y,). 
Thus if f is signature-dinstinct, f* is. The remainder of this theorem follows 
immediately from the fact that if rs3(q) = 100 for f, then rs3(q*) = 100 for f *. 
Applying Theorem 13 and the above corollary completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has presented a variety of results concerning the fixed point structure 
of certain maps defined over the unit interval. The underlying common thread of 
the developed theory has been that of the signature of a point and of its role in 
characterizing the map’s orbital behavior. 
From an expositional point-of-view this signature-based theory is appealing; it is 
minimally depenent upon advanced measure-theoretic concepts typically found in 
the literature, and needs no a priori assumptions on functional form such as dif- 
ferentiability, linearity, or convexity. 
The authors are currently addressing the most significant restriction inherent in 
parts of this paper: signature-distinctness. We are, more specifically, seeking to see 
whether Theorems 13 and 14 indeed hold when the signature-distinctness condition 
is removed, or whether this condition is indeed necessary. Appropriate coun- 
terexamples will be produced in this latter case. 
APPENDIX: NOTATION 
Symbol Meaning 
f 
f” 
Sk(x) 
< 
sigk(x) 
is(x), rs(x) 
lsk(x), rsk(x) 
(...I 
S 
Sk 
n 
u 
s*j 
Ak, A 
Lj(s) 
t 1:;’ 
C 
a generic unimodal or subbell function 
for k 2 0, the kth iterate of f 
the (infinite) signature of x under f 
ordinary order on the real line; 
Gray code order on binary strings 
the k-signature of x under f 
the left, right signatures of x 
the left, right k-signatures of x 
absolute value 
the signature repertoire off 
the k-signature repertoire off 
sequence concatenation 
set intersection 
set union 
the jth rotation of s 
the (k-)signature bins of a given string s 
the jth left shift of s 
closed interval 
open interval 
subset of 
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